CORPORATE AUCTION GROUP
Surplus to the ongoing needs of Harlan Bakeries
270 lots of food manufacturing and packaging equipment:
Mixers; Extruders; Sheeting Lines; Cooker; Generator;
Wrappers; Chillers; And More!

1 Day Only
Indianapolis
Indiana
46077
United States

Ended 18 Apr 2018 14:51 CT (20:51 BST)

Lot

Description

1

Artofex double arm dough mixer, SS bowl, 27 in. dia x 18 in. deep **Rigging FEE: $50 **

2

Artofex double arm dough mixer, SS bowl, 30 in. dia x 18 in. deep **Rigging FEE: $50 **

3

1953 Henry C Bergmann SS bowman mixer, single agitation, SN 2616.2, 36 in. long x 34 in. wide x 32 in. deep, jacketed, 1500 lb.
capacity, cbo **Rigging FEE: $150 **

4

1989 Groen SS tilt kettle, Model DEE/4-60, SN 52082-1, jacketed, 50 psi @ 300 F, 30 in. dia x 24 in. deep, top agitation, missing
agitator **Rigging FEE: $50 **

5

Empire spiral mixer, Model 200 A, SN 9410467, SS bowl 36 in. dia x 16 in. tall **Rigging FEE: $50 **

6

Moline spiral mixer, Model 352BM10562, SN 98-J125839, SS bowl 37 in. dia x 20 in. tall, 3 ph., 208 volt **Rigging FEE: $100 **

7

Emac spiral mixer, Model SE 300 FRAM, SN 877357, SS bowl 41 in. dia x 20 in. tall **Rigging FEE: $150 **

8

Adamatic ADR 2 Kaiser roll line, Adamatic divider, Model ADR 2, SN 2022 SR, 20 in. dia hopper, 2 lanes wide, 12 in. wide belt,
Adamatic proofer, 6 pockets wide, 88 in. L x 52 in. W x 94 in. tall, 58 in. discharge, SN 306044SS, Adamatic sheeter, Model LR-67, SN
734-84, 9 in. W top roll, 14 in. W bott ...[more]

9

Table top belt conveyor, 192 in. long x 10 in. wide x 40 in. tall, mild steel frame, motor and drive **Rigging FEE: $25 **

10

Belt conveyor, 36 in. long x 18 in. wide x 78 in. discharge, SS hopper, 36 in. wide x 44 in. long, SS frame, motor and drive, on casters
**Rigging FEE: $50 **

11

Belt conveyor, 36 in. long x 18 in. wide x 78 in. discharge, SS hopper, 36 in. wide x 44 in. long, SS frame, motor and drive, on casters
**Rigging FEE: $50 **

12

Flowpak horizontal form-fill-seal machine, Machine Type 665, SN 5066, 12 in. lug infeed, 30 in. web roll, 16 in. wide 1-up jaw, 12.5 in.
wide belt discharge, Markem Smartdate 3 coder, with smartbelt infeed (2 skids) **Rigging FEE: $200 **

13

Ohlson 2 lane scale, Model 462-D3-50-10P1, SN 1633930H, with SS vibratory feeders, SS frame, **Rigging FEE: $175 **

14

Formost bagger, Model BL5, SN 7271, infeed and discharge conveyor, 24 in. long x 6 in. wide lug infeed (3 skids) **Rigging FEE: $200
**

15

Lematic bagel slicer, Model BF-10, Model GU7-5-2, SN740186, mild steel frame **Rigging FEE: $100 **

16

AMF bagel slicer, remanufactured by Topaz Mondial in. 2007, job no 2647, mid steel frame, on wheels **Rigging FEE: $100 **

17

Simbianca rotary lobe blower package, Model GMV 50, SN 1109, Robuschi lobe blower, Type RB50C/V, SN L8617 **Rigging FEE: $50
**

18

Fuller Company rotary lobe blower, Size 5L, SN 4-79752, 7.5 hp motor **Rigging FEE: $50 **

19

Xchanger rotary lobe blower, Model 8HF/40HP, SN 1082 B876(9), missing motor **Rigging FEE: $50 **

20

Universal rotary lobe blower, SN SP00020503, 20 hp motor **Rigging FEE: $50 **

21

Hin.ds-Bock 6-piston depositor, Model 6P-08, SN 1847, SN 1855, SS hopper 42 in. L x 18 in. W x 16 in. deep, SS frame, on wheels,
**Rigging FEE: $50 **

22

Hoffman blower, 20 in. dia blower, 15 hp motor, skid mounted **Rigging FEE: $50 **

23

Schwitzer rotary lobe blower, Model 156630, SN B2879-03, Duraflo rotary lobe blower Model 4056VT, SN 301661, Baldor 20 hp motor
**Rigging FEE: $50 **

24

Rotary lobe blower package, Robuschi rotary lobe blower, Model RB50C/V, SN L8616 **Rigging FEE: $50 **

25

Fuji foremost horizontal form-fill-seal machine, Model FW3400, SN 627102, 14 in. lug infeed, 17 in. web roll, missing jaws, on wheels
**Rigging FEE: $200 **

26

2012 Great Western 36 in. sifter, Model QA36, Type TB, Shop number 5874 **Rigging FEE: $150 **

27

2007 Great Western 24 in. sifter, Model QA24/3, Type QA, Shop number 39 **Rigging FEE: $150 **

28

Gardner rotary lobe blower package with a sutorbilt rotary lobe blower, Model GAFMDPA, SN S109143, 40 HP drive **Rigging FEE: $50
**

29

3 roll extruder, 18 in. wide corrugated roll, 18 in. wide bottom roll x 12 in. diameter, Model TRE-18L , SN 99-J147406, SS frame
**Rigging FEE: $150 **

30

Hin.ds-Bock 6-piston depositor, Model 6P-08, SN 1848, SN 1854, SS hopper, 40 in. long x 20 in. wide x 15 in. deep, with SS stand on
wheels (2 skids) **Rigging FEE: $100 **

31

2004 SWF tray former, Model TF600VK, SN SWF10128, (2 skids) **Rigging FEE: $200 **

32

Schneider case packer, Model HCP-4V3S, SN 1611-1296, Allen Bradley panelview 900, with case erector (2 skids) **Rigging FEE:
$200 **

33

Aluminum flour hopper, 48 in. dia x 64 in. long with aluminum slant bottom hopper, 48 in. dia x 20 in. straight side x 72 in. slant bottom
(2 skids) **Rigging FEE: $50 **

34

Aluminum flour hopper, 48 in. dia x 64 in. LONG with aluminum slant bottom hopper, 48 in. dia x 20 in. straight side x 72 in. slant bottom
(2 skids) **Rigging FEE: $50 **

35

Thiele Cartoner, Model I.M.CARTONER, SN 9242, Nordson hot melt glue pot **Rigging FEE: $200 **

36

Thiele Special IM Cartoner/Bagger, rotary style, touch screen controls **Rigging FEE: $200 **

37

APV Douglas case erector, Model C0BS-30, SN M-2020, **Rigging FEE: $200 **

38

SS flour hopper, 46 in. dia x 18 in. straight side x 32 in. slant bottom, 6 in. dia. infeed, 12 in. dia discharge **Rigging FEE: $25 **

39

Shaffer jacketed roller bar mixer, Model 10-HS, SN 0793211, SS bowl, 42 in. long x 32 in. wide x 48 in. deep, 100 hp motor, sanitary
shaft seals, jacket still holding pressure (2 skids) **Rigging FEE: $300 **

40

Shaffer jacketed roller bar mixer, Model 10-HS, SN 1294256, SS bowl, 42 in. long x 32 in. wide x 48 in. deep, 100 hp motor, jacket
condition unknown **Rigging FEE: $300 **

41

Peerless roller bar mixer, Model 555HD, SN 86024, jacketed, SS bowl, 42 in. long x 42 in. wide x 44 in. deep, 75/37.5 hp, jacket
condition unknown **Rigging FEE: $300 **

42

SS wire spiral belting, 38 in. wide, 2200 feet (9 skids) **Rigging FEE: $150 **

43

Doboy top case sealer, Model VTS TAPE SEALER, SN 91-13268, Nordson top melt glue pot **Rigging FEE: $175 **

44

1996 Tom Chandley stone plate oven, Model MOD-MK4-MTS-1-3-8, SN 12157, 54 in. wide x 30 in. deep baking area, top and bottom
heat, 208 volt, 3 ph. **Rigging FEE: $150 **

45

Key iso-flo vibratory conveyor, SS bed 108 in. long x 39 in. wide x 48 in. tall, SS frame, mild steel legs **Rigging FEE: $175 **

46

Busse depalletizer, Model T5000, SN 1320199 (13 skids) **Rigging FEE: $500 **

48

Transtore SS tote, Model 513751, SN 36939.1, 54 in. long x 55 in. wide x 32 in. tall, 3 in. SS ball valve, with fork pockets **Rigging FEE:
$75 **

49

Skid mounted pump with SS hopper, 24 in. L x 24 in. W x 24 in. tall, SS frame on wheels **Rigging FEE: $50 **

50

Vilter 2 cylinder reciprocating ammonia compressor, 75 hp, Size: A10K454XLB, SN 63752 **Rigging FEE: $50 **

51

1999 Meca blister pack machine , Model 2005, SN 1159 **Rigging FEE: $350 **

52

1999 Meca tray former/sealer, Model 540, SN 582, with vacuum pump (2 skids) **Rigging FEE: $200 **

53

Drake refrigeration water chiller, Model PWCT90S2-T3-HA, SN 99G0186, refrigerant R22 **Rigging FEE: $175 **

54

Drake refrigeration water chiller, Model PWC180D2-T4-HA, SN D00H0261, refrigerant R22 **Rigging FEE: $175 **

55

Massman small KD case packer CP71030, Model FA52.5, SN NH981207-1 **Rigging FEE: $200 **

56

MTC tote dump, Model H-LE-S2, SN 3239, 2000 lb. capacity, with forks, 45 in. wide x 31 in. deep x 41 in. tall, 108 in. pivot height,
**Rigging FEE: $175 **

57

APV twin screw dough pump, SS 8 in. auger, SS hopper, 50 in. L x 32 in. W x 26 in. tall, motor and drive **Rigging FEE: $175 **

58

2002 Thiele reciprocating placer, SN T7300A281, 8 lane, Fedco table, Model C0.40.16, SN 201084, SS frame, on casters, **Rigging
FEE: $150 **

59

CFE Auger/Feeder, Model DP-30WP, SN 96003, with side agitation, SS hopper, 45 in. long x 58 in. wide x 24 in. deep, SS frame, 6 in.
dia. discharge, on casters **Rigging FEE: $150 **

60

SS tube-in heat exchanger, 96 in. long x 8 in. dia, Model E696 CONCENTRATOR, 115 PSI @ 353 F **Rigging FEE: $150 **

61

Bakery Equipment Service sheeter, Model BES SFA1 700L, SN 052600, 27 in. wide belt, 22 in. wide sifter, SS frame, on casters,
**Rigging FEE: $200 **

62

1999 Fulton fuel fired steam boiler, Model ICS-60, SN 83309, with water softener, 2,520,000 btu/hr., skid mounted **Rigging FEE: $200
**

63

Cleaver Brooks package boiler feed system, Model 887221 CS-1S-H7242, 24 in. dia x 32 in. long **Rigging FEE: $50 **

64

Flex-Kleen mild steel dust collector, Model CDC 2-3-8 111, SN 200370, 10 in. dia infeed, 13 in. dia discharge, with slide gate **Rigging
FEE: $175 **

65

Flex-Kleen dust collector, Model 000 2-2-8 III, SN 200419 (2 skids) **Rigging FEE: $175 **

66

The Boe Decker Company dust collector, Model Bin14, SN GH2309, 30 in. x 30 in. , New York Blower 20 in. fan **Rigging FEE: $100 **

67

Shick dust collector, 38 in. x 38 in., **Rigging FEE: $100 **

69

Meyer vibratory conveyor, Model MFN-2-18-14, SN 1062, SS bed, 132 in. long x 17.5 in. wide x 6 in. deep , mild steel frame **Rigging
FEE: $75 **

70

K N R poly bag inserter, SN 7267-105, 40 CFM **Rigging FEE: $200 **

71

SS jacketed mix tank, 91 in. L x 44 in. W x 34 in. deep, top agitation, SBO **Rigging FEE: $175 **

72

Better Built turbomatic pan washer, Model 3600, SN 35482, 22 in. wide tray, **Rigging FEE: $50 **

73

Torit dust collector, Model 84 H, SN H 3499, 28 in. x 28 in. **Rigging FEE: $200 **

74

Mild steel dust collector, 24 in. dia **Rigging FEE: $200 **

75

SS scaling hopper, 15 in. straight side, 36 in. cone bottom, 12 in. dia discharge, 2 dog ears **Rigging FEE: $50 **

76

SS scaling hopper, 23 in. straight side, 38 in. cone bottom, 10 in. dia discharge, rotary air lock, 12 in. vein **Rigging FEE: $50 **

77

Anderson Dahlen SS scaling hopper, 36 in. straight side, 36 in. cone bottom, 12 in. dia discharge **Rigging FEE: $50 **

78

1994 Ingersoll-Rand refrigerated compressed air dryer, Model DZR550E4, SN 942DZR5519 (bad compressor) **Rigging FEE: $75 **

79

Zeks Air Dryer, Model 500HSFA400, SN 248613, R-404 **Rigging FEE: $50 **

80

Kallfass Heat Tunnel, Model UNIVERSAL 650 N, SN VD 08.03.363, 68 in. long x 19 in. wide x 7 in. tall tunnel, wire roller conveyor
**Rigging FEE: $175 **

81

Fedco automatic side 22 depositor, Model 22-5312, SN 253, SS hopper, 36 in. long x 34 in. wide x 18 in. tall, 75 in. long x 24 in. wide
belt **Rigging FEE: $175 **

82

Allpac horizontal form-fill-seal machine, missing infeed, 23 in. web, 8 in. wide 1-up jaw (incomplete) **Rigging FEE: $175 **

83

SS oiler, 68 in. long x 30 in. wide, SS collection tank, recirculating pump, DC speed control, SS frame, on casters **Rigging FEE: $175
**

84

Fedco depositor, Model 28-5312, SN 398, SS hopper 46 in. long x 50 in. wide x 14 in. tall, SS frame, on casters **Rigging FEE: $175 **

85

Quadrel top and bottom labeler, Model 060, SN 57511-03.04, 12 in. wide belt, SS Frame, on casters **Rigging FEE: $175 **

86

SS pan oiler, 64 in. long x 24 in. wide, 2 oiling discs, CIP spray ball, SS bed, 2 WCB PD pumps, Model 006, SS Frame **Rigging FEE:
$200 **

87

AMF Glen 340 quart mixer, mild steel frame (incomplete) **Rigging FEE: $100 **

88

AMF Glen 340 quart mixer, mild steel frame (incomplete) **Rigging FEE: $100 **

89

Key ISO-FLO SS vibratory conveyor, Model 434252-1, SN 06-145306, 3 lane SS bed, 86 in. long x 29.5 in. wide x 5 in. tall **Rigging
FEE: $150 **

90

Key ISO-FLO SS Vibratory Conveyor, Model 434252-1, SN 05-141062, 3-Lane SS Bed, 84 in. long x 30 in. wide x 48 in. tall **Rigging
FEE: $150 **

91

Fischbein bag sealer, Model HAS1003001000000, SN HAS001090100, with Slidell conveyor, Model 1012 1608, SN 101200630900, vtrough belt 148 in. L, Slidell ingredient filler/scale with vibratory feeder, Model 9902 1608, SN 990200520900 (3 skids) ** Rigging FEE:
$200 **

92

Gardner-Denver 50 hp rotary screw compressor **Rigging FEE: $175 **

93

Rheon sheeting line, action roller, Model AM011, SN 00044, flour sweeper Model FV111, SN 00024, guillotine cutter Model GK011, SN
00224, synchronized conveyor, Model MC011, SN 00254, circular cutter, Model CK011, SN 00252, (2) single rotary cutter frame, rotary
cutting table, 23.5 in. wide belt, 3 s ...[more]

94

1994 Hayssen Yamato data weigh 8 head scale, Model ADW-508MD, SN 084026/930442, 8 g to 1000 g capacity, 1994 Hayssen ultima
vertical bagger, Model 12-22HR, SN U84223, 13 in. wide seal jaw, with mild steel platform and stairs approx. 99 in. tall **Rigging Fee:
$375 **

95

MFG Tray, molded fiberglass trays, 18 in. x 26 in., approx. 400, (1) skid **Rigging FEE: $25 **

95A

MFG Tray, molded fiberglass trays, 18 in. x 26 in., approx. 400, (1) skid **Rigging FEE: $25 **

95B

MFG Tray, molded fiberglass trays, 18 in. x 26 in., approx. 400, (1) skid **Rigging FEE: $25 **

95C

MFG Tray, molded fiberglass trays, 18 in. x 26 in., approx. 400, (1) skid **Rigging FEE: $25 **

95D

MFG Tray, molded fiberglass trays, 18 in. x 26 in., approx. 400, (1) skid **Rigging FEE: $25 **

95E

MFG Tray, molded fiberglass trays, 18 in. x 26 in., approx. 400, (1) skid **Rigging FEE: $25 **

95F

MFG Tray, molded fiberglass trays, 18 in. x 26 in., approx. 400, (1) skid **Rigging FEE: $25 **

95G

MFG Tray, molded fiberglass trays, 18 in. x 26 in., approx. 400, (1) skid **Rigging FEE: $25 **

96

Schick dust collector, 40 in. x 40 in. box, rotary air lock, 10 in. vein., mild steel **Rigging FEE: $175 **

97

Champion water chiller, Model PCP-1000-140AR, SN 4319/94 **Rigging FEE: $175 **

98

Steamtech series III hot water pressure washer, SN 6210, lp gas **Rigging FEE: $50 **

99

Tubar tote dumper, 2000 lb. capacity, 58 in. wide x 44 in. deep totes, mild steel frame **Rigging FEE: $175 **

100

Mono sheeter/moulder, Model HD/33406, SN 33406 M-18-FM, 8.5 in. infeed, 18 in. belt **Rigging FEE: $175 **

101

Mono divider, Model 33281 DD-HU, SN HD/33281, hopper 16 in. x 16 in. x 16 in., side discharge, with moulder **Rigging FEE: $150 **

102

Unused Ashworth plastic coated spiral belt, 45.5 in. wide overall, product width 42 in., triple reinforcement, approximately 9000 ft, SO
908322-00 (62 skids) **Rigging FEE: $1200 **

103

SS Murzan diaphragm pump, Model P1 50 DL, SN 01094663, 4 in. sanitary clamp, SS frame **Rigging FEE: $50 **

104

Nussex dough ball press, hand operated with shaker **Rigging FEE: $50 **

105

SS holding tank, 28 in. dia x 24 in. side wall, cone bottom **Rigging FEE: $50 **

106

SS slant bottom tank, 32 in. dia x 20 in. straight side, x 24 in. slant bottom, 3 in. sanitary clamp, SS frame, SS lid **Rigging FEE: $50 **

107

Dover jacketed kettle, Model N150, jacket 15 psi @ 300F, 42 in. dia x 30 in. tall **Rigging FEE: $50 **

108

SS jacketed kettle, 36 in. dia x 30 in. tall, mild steel legs **Rigging FEE: $50 **

109

SS jacketed kettle, 42 in. dia x 32 in. tall, with lid **Rigging FEE: $50 **

110

1945 Phlauder SS kettle, SN E57828, mild steel jacket 100 psi @ 350 F, 48 in. dia x 36 in. tall **Rigging FEE: $50 **

111

SS COP tank, 72 in. long x 20 in. wide x 18 in. deep, with SS centrifugal pump **Rigging FEE: $100 **

112

2007 Leibinger inkjet marking machine, Type JET 2 SE, SN LJ-000 74, with head on SS cart **Rigging FEE: $50 **

113

2006 Leibinger inkjet marking machine, Type JET 2 SE, SN 0621 0184, with head on SS cart **Rigging FEE: $50 **

114

2007 Leibinger inkjet marking machine, Type JET 2 SE, SN LJ-00718, with head on SS cart **Rigging FEE: $50 **

115

2004 Leibinger inkjet marking machine, Type JET 2 SE, SN 04 21 0083, Videojet inkjet marking machine, Model 37PLUS, SN
041061009WD **Rigging FEE: $50 **

116

UNIVERSAL wrap around labeler, SN UPAII-267-CT, on mild steel stand **Rigging FEE: $50 **

117

Videojet inkjet marking machine, Model EXCEL/270I, SN I293F07008, on stand with 2 head **Rigging FEE: $50 **

118

Presto electric lift, Model B566, SN 94031-01, 1000 lb. capacity, 115 volt, oxygen tank carrier with fork pockets **Rigging FEE: $50 **

119

Hinds-Bock 10 piston depositor with jacketed mix tank, Model 10P-01, SN 1579, 20 in. dia x 11 in. straight side, 10 position deposit
head, SS frame on wheels **Rigging FEE: $75 **

120

Ramsey metal detector check weigher combo, aperture 13.5 in. wide x 3.5 in. tall, SS frame **Rigging FEE: $75 **

121

Ramsey metal detector check weigher combo, aperture 13.5 in. wide x 3.5 in. tall, SS frame **Rigging FEE: $75 **

122

Goring-Kerr metal detector, Model GOAL6TT, SN 8398/1637, aperture 8 in. wide x 4 in. tall, conveyor 60 in. long x 6 in. wide **Rigging
FEE: $50 **

123

Ramsey metal detector, aperture 13.5 in. wide x 3.5 in. tall, conveyor 72 in. long x 11 in. wide, SS frame **Rigging FEE: $75 **

124

Ramsey metal detector check weigher combo, aperture 13.5 in. wide x 3.5 in. tall, SS frame, SN 99410593 **Rigging FEE: $75 **

125

SS bin. with vibratory feeder, 36 in. long x 36 in. wide x 36 in. tall SS hopper, Eriez vibratory feeder, SS bed 28 in. long x 12 in. wide x
2.5 in. deep, mild steel frame, on casters **Rigging FEE: $100 **

126

Thiele tray de-nester, Model 34-000, SN 66671, SS frame with vacuum pumps, on casters **Rigging FEE: $150 **

127

Clipper No 12 belt Lacer, SN 123555, on cart **Rigging FEE: $50 **

128

Clipper No 12 belt Lacer, SN 123554, on mild steel stand, **Rigging FEE: $50 **

129

Arbor Press No 2 **Rigging FEE: $25 **

130

Arbor Press No 2 **Rigging FEE: $25 **

131

Clipper No 12 belt Lacer, SN 123559, on mild steel stand **Rigging FEE: $50 **

132

SS Vemag tote, 25 in. long x 25 in. wide x 30 in. deep, on wheels **Rigging FEE: $25 **

133

SS Vemag tote, 25 in. long x 25 in. wide x 30 in. deep, on wheels **Rigging FEE: $25 **

134

SS Vemag tote, 25 in. long x 25 in. wide x 30 in. deep, on wheels **Rigging FEE: $25 **

135

SS Vemag tote, 25 in. long x 25 in. wide x 30 in. deep, on wheels **Rigging FEE: $25 **

136

SS Flour Duster, 48 in. long x 12 in. wide **Rigging FEE: $25 **

137

SS Flour Duster, 48 in. long x 12 in. wide **Rigging FEE: $25 **

138

SS Flour Duster, 48 in. long x 12 in. wide **Rigging FEE: $25 **

139

SS Flour Duster, 48 in. long x 12 in. wide **Rigging FEE: $25 **

140

Rondo reversible dough sheeter, Model SUS63 C, SN A6003003, 24.5 in. rolls, 23.5 in. wide belt, **Rigging FEE: $175 **

141

1990 Precision vacuum kettle, SN 9922-2, 316 SS, 1000 L capacity, insulated, CIP ball, 45 in. dia x 54 in. tall, dish bottom, max working
pressure 50 psig @ 300 F, 2 in. cbo, on casters **Rigging FEE: $150 **

142

Stephan high speed jacketed mixer, Model TK_600, SN 714583, 43 in. bowl diameter x 26 in. deep, with scrape, slide gate infeed 22 in.
x 20 in., slide gate discharge 15 in. x 13 in. **Rigging FEE: $200 **

144

Mild steel dough trough dump, for up to 71 in. wide dough troughs x 35 in. tall, 132 in. pivot height **Rigging FEE: $500 **

145

SS dough chunker, 30 in. blades, SS hopper, 72 in. long x 48 in. wide, 70 in. discharge height, 42 in. SS leg extensions bolted together
**Rigging FEE: $300 **

146

Belt conveyor, 18 ft. long x 12 in. wide, SS frame, motor and drive, no legs **Rigging FEE: $200 **

147

Rykaart SS 3 roll extruder, 17.5 in. wide x 12 in. dia bottom roll, 2 corrugated top rolls, SS frame on wheels, clearance from 29 in. to 51
in. **Rigging FEE: $175 **

148

Rykaart SS 3 roll extruder, 17.5 in. wide x 12 in. dia bottom roll, 2 corrugated top rolls, SS frame on wheels, clearance from 29 in. to 51
in. **Rigging FEE: $175 **

149

Rykaart 30 in. wide sheeting line, last used for pizza crust, includes compression roller, multi roll sheeter, (2) 2-roll sheeters, 90 degree
turn conveyor, 2-roll sheeter, (3) flour dusters, Allen Bradley Panel View Plus 600 touch screen, master control panel, currently
configured to run at a 90 de ...[more]

150

Scrap conveyor, 25 ft long x 17 in. wide, SS frame, motor and drive, ceiling suspended **Rigging FEE: $300 **

151

Overhead belt conveyor, 40 ft long x 18 in. wide, SS frame, motor and drive, ceiling suspended **Rigging FEE: $500 **

152

Overhead reciprocating conveyor, 96 in. long x 12 in. wide, SS frame, motor and drive, chain driven, ceiling suspended **Rigging FEE:
$200 **

153

Mac mild steel dust collector, 36 in. diameter **Rigging FEE: $350 **

154

Mild steel dough trough dump, for up to 71 in. wide dough troughs x 36 in. tall, 108 in. pivot height **Rigging FEE: $500 **

155

IJ White spiral freezer, 42 in. wide SS interlock belt, 17 tiers, tier spacing 2.5 in., 14 ft. diameter drum, bolt together **Rigging FEE:
$2500 **

156

SS dough trough, 94 in. long x 30 in. wide x 36 in. tall, on wheels **Rigging FEE: $50 **

157

SS dough trough, 69 in. long x 32 in. wide x 25 in. deep, on wheels **Rigging FEE: $50 **

158

SS dough trough, 69 in. long x 32 in. wide x 25 in. deep, on wheels **Rigging FEE: $50 **

159

(4) carts of Rykaart cutter parts, 26 in. long dies, 2.5 in. diameter to 14 in. diameter, skin's with crosscut rollers and slitter rollers
**Rigging FEE: $250 **

160

Acme dough sheeter, Model SP88-5, SN 14954, 20 in. wide rolls, 64 in. long x 23 in. wide belt, mild steel frame, on wheels **Rigging
FEE: $175 **

161

SS auger, 10 in. diameter x 12 ft. long, 10 in. x 10 in. discharge **Rigging FEE: $175 **

162

12 lane cup denester, SS frame **Rigging FEE: $175 **

163

Precision 16 lane cup denester, so frame, with pallet of spare parts (2 skids) **Rigging FEE: $200 **

164

York air cooled chiller package, Model YCAS0440EC46YFADBXXXXXXLXXXX45XXXXXXXXDWDAXXBXXXQXXLX1X, SN
RMJM0250AA, Refrigerant R22, unit weight 28,139 lbs., skid mounted, 43 ft. long x 100 in. wide x 105 in. tall **Rigging FEE: $TBD **

165

Mild steel flour silo, cone bottom, vibratory shakers, rotary airlock with a 12 in. vein., 144 in. diameter x 50 ft tall, **Rigging FEE: $TBD **

166

Mild steel flour silo, cone bottom, vibratory shakers, rotary airlock with a 12 in. vein., 144 in. diameter x 50 ft tall, **Rigging FEE: $TBD **

167

Mild steel cyclone, 48 in. diameter x 15 ft. tall, rotary airlock 14 in. vein. **Rigging FEE: $500 **

273

Checker steam spiral cooker, Model 765STR-16, SN 1029-10-07, 12 ft. dia drum, 22 ft. x 22 ft. x 150 in. tall SS box, SS 30 in. wide belt 28 1/2 in. usable belt, control panel, Allen Bradley panelview plus 1000 **Rigging FEE: $4500 **

357

Cummins Onan diesel generator, Model 230DFBD, SN D910383244, SPEC 51299F, 223 hours, 1991 Cummins diesel, 375 hp, Engine
No 11624159, Model NT-855-G4, with control panel/transfer switch, Model OTCU400 (2 skids) **Rigging FEE: $200 **

1051

Wepackit case packer, Model 350CP, SN 350CP-2842, 6 twin. heads, 19 in. wide conveyor, carbon steel frame, on casters **Rigging
FEE: $300 **

1055

2006 Kalfass L-Bar sealer, type Universal 500 Servo, SN K_10.06.355, 21 in. seal bar **Rigging FEE: $300 **

1058

Kwik Lok bag closer with conveyor, Type 100E, Model CL, SN 38347, plastic table top belt, 86 in. long x 4.5 in. wide, variable speed
control, carbon steel frame, on casters **Rigging FEE: $200 **

1060

2005 Smiths x-ray machine, Model Eagle Carton, SN 100446, 25 in. wide x 16 in. tall aperture, 130 in. long overall **Rigging FEE: $300
**

1061

Douglas shrink wrapper, Model SR3-527, SN M-3241, 106 in. long x 30 in. wide belt, 33 in. wide seal bar, with control panel (3 skids)
**Rigging FEE: $350 **

1063

SS board washer, top and bottom, with pump, air blow off, tray feed, 19 in. wide x 32 in. lug spacing, control panel, on casters **Rigging
FEE: $250 **

1065

Nesta-flex 226 expandable skate conveyor, 77 in. long x 13 in. wide collapsed, adjustable height, on casters **Rigging FEE: $25 **

1066

2007 Sidel combiner conveyor, Model TDC0015, SN 904835-SMMM0327, 98 in. long x 66 in. wide, with control panel, carbon steel
frame **Rigging FEE: $200 **

1067

2007 Sidel divider conveyor, Model TDC_0004, SN 904835-SMMM0327, 98 in. long x 66 in. wide, with control panel, carbon steel frame
**Rigging FEE: $200 **

1068

2007 Sidel combiner conveyor, Model TDC0014, SN 904835-SMMM0327, 98 in. long x 66 in. wide, with control panel, carbon steel
frame **Rigging FEE: $200 **

1069

2007 Sidel combiner conveyor, Model TDC0017, SN 904835-SMMM0327, 98 in. long x 66 in. wide, with control panel, carbon steel
frame **Rigging FEE: $200 **

1070

2007 Sidel combiner conveyor, Model TDC0016, SN 904835-SMMM0327, 98 in. long x 66 in. wide, with control panel, carbon steel
frame **Rigging FEE: $200 **

1071

2007 Sidel divider conveyor, Model TDC_0005, SN 904835-SMMM0327, 98 in. long x 66 in. wide, with control panel, carbon steel frame
**Rigging FEE: $200 **

1074

Highlight stretch wrapper, Model Freedom 6500, SN J402-065-8547AC, octopus style, light curtain's, 84 in. tall, with control panel and
roll clamp (2 skids) **Rigging FEE: $300 **

1079

Little David/Loveshaw top and bottom taper, Model 16A SN 119101716A, missing heads, missing belt **Rigging FEE: $100 **

1091

1999 Jantec 90 degree conveyor, Model PRN_7236-90, SN 2955-2, 42 in. wide belt, overall 75 in. x 75 in., motor and drive, on casters
**Rigging FEE: $50 **

1103

Atomic dust collector, Type FB-3700A, 46 in. wide x 25 in. deep x 80 in. tall, on casters **Rigging FEE: $175 **

1104

Atomic dust collector, Type FB-3700BK, SN 872680, 46 in. wide x 25 in. deep x 80 in. tall, on casters **Rigging FEE: $175 **

1105

Atomic dust collector, Type FB-3700-E, SN 842274, 46 in. wide x 25 in. deep x 80 in. tall, on casters **Rigging FEE: $175 **

1111

Rotary sifter, 18 in. dia x 40 in. long, parts machine **Rigging FEE: $100 **

1132

2000 Hoppann centrifugal feeder, Model FT/50, SN 12912, 48 in. dia **Rigging FEE: $100 **

1133

SS incline conveyor, 80 in. long x 14 in. wide x 10 in. infeed x 48 in. discharge, missing motor and drive **Rigging FEE: $50 **

1137

Video jet ink jet marking machine, Model EXCEL/107i, SN 071141008WD, with head, on casters **Rigging FEE: $50 **

1139

1997 Loma metal detector/check weigher combo, metal detector aperture 17.5 in. wide x 7 in. tall, Loma 7000 series check weigher,
missing belt, with dual reject station for weight and metal, SS frames (2 skids) **Rigging FEE: $200 **

1141

1983 Hayssen Yamato 12 head rotary scale, Model ADW221R, SN 83282, 14g to 500g range, with legs (2 skids) **Rigging FEE: $200
**

1146

2006 Loma check weigher, SN BCW16563-4122F, 41 in. long, 11 in. wide belt, SS frame **Rigging FEE: $50 **

1147

Jantec 90 degree conveyor, 28 in. wide belt, 72 in. x 72 in. overall, carbon steel frame, motor and drive **Rigging FEE: $50 **

1149

Pacific CA Systems nitrogen generator, Model 31-958 **Rigging FEE: $50 **

1152

Fallas case packer, Model L-500CE, SN 500080201-08, product flipper, case erector, case packer, top flap sealer, code date conveyor,
control panel, Nordson Series 3500V glue pot, Allen Bradley Panelview 550 (7 skids) **Rigging FEE: $500 **

1154

SS conveyor, 56 in. long x 15 in. wide, SS wash-down motor and drive **Rigging FEE: $50 **

1155

Nercon dual conveyor, table top belt, 64 in. long x overall 18 in. wide belts, missing motor and drive, SS frame, (1) 96 in. long x 7.5 in.
wide table top belt conveyor, mild steel frame **Rigging FEE: $100 **

1160

Woods SS dual lane table top conveyor, 84 in. long x 10 in. wide each, motor and drive, on casters **Rigging FEE: $50 **

1165

BMI SS incline conveyor, 84 in. long x 18 in. wide x 30 in. infeed x 52 in. discharge, flighted belt, 6 in. spacing x 1.5 in. tall, motor and
drive **Rigging FEE: $50 **

1167

Allen vibratory conveyor, Model D26169, Type C, SN CON15182, 84 in. long x 32 in. wide x 40 in. tall **Rigging FEE: $50 **

1168

Key Impulse vibratory conveyor, Model 436205-1, SN 07-179399, 88 in. long x 36 in. wide x 30 in. tall, SS bed and frame **Rigging
FEE: $75 **

1187

IAG needle denester, last used on bun line **Rigging FEE: $100 **

1189

1978 Demaco extruder, Model C001, Job no 25304, 25 hp, 25 hp PowerFlex 70 vfd, last used for bagels extruding dough **Rigging
FEE: $150 **

1192

1999 Saiet trivi flatbread laminating line, 48 in. wide, including; overhead dough chunker with infeed conveyor, spare dough chunker,
extruder, dusters, multiple sheeting rolls, dimpler, cross-roller, torpedo rollers, multiple conveyors, central control panel **Rigging FEE:
$500 **

1196

Greenheck SS 36 in. roof cover, Model GRSR-36, SN 04J04475 **Rigging FEE: $50 **

1198

PBS positive bagging system bagger, SN 1028 **Rigging FEE: $175 **

1199

Hand pack cartoner, single push, 4.5 in. x 5 in. infeed, SS frame **Rigging FEE: $200 **

1204

Vibratory conveyor, 40 in. long x 6.5 in. wide with SS hopper **Rigging FEE: $100 **

1209

Marlen 2 piston dough pump, Model 629, SN 629484, SS frame and hopper, on casters **Rigging FEE: $75 **

1219

Formost bagger, Model IVBR4, SN 93005, with discharge conveyor **Rigging FEE: $75 **

1257

Alvey tray washer, Model FL-2S, SN W-85100, up to 32 in. x 18 in. tray, with electric water heater **Rigging FEE: $100 **

1261

4150 volt cabinet, cabinet only, 38 in. wide x 56 in. deep x 90 in. tall **Rigging FEE: $100 **

1274

Overstraining strapper, Model JP-40 CT, SN 553, 17 in. x 15 in. capacity, on casters **Rigging FEE: $150 **

1275

Overstraining strapper, Model JP-40 CT, SN 554, 17 in. x 15 in. capacity, on casters **Rigging FEE: $150 **

1290

1997 ETM tote dump, Model K4393, SN 12835, 3500 lb. capacity, 144 in. pivot arm, set up for 36 in. long x 32 in. wide x 27 in. tall
**Rigging FEE: $100 **

1291

1993 ETM tote dump, SN 12836, 3500 lb. capacity, 144 in. pivot arm, set up for 36 in. long x 32 in. wide x 27 in. tall **Rigging FEE:
$100 **

1292

(2) SS totes 36 in. long x 32 in. wide x 27 in. tall **Rigging FEE: $25 **

1293

(2) SS totes 36 in. long x 32 in. wide x 27 in. tall **Rigging FEE: $25 **

1295

Vac-u-max SS cyclone hopper bottom, 51 in. dia hopper, carbon steel frame, 62 in. x 62 in. (2 skids) **Rigging FEE: $100 **

1305

Kodiak cartoner and carton erector, Model 901 120, SN 2669, hand load, powerflex 4 vfd **Rigging FEE: $150 **

1307

Formatic depositor, Model Formatic retail machine, SN R1200/06/09/251 **Rigging FEE: $25 **

1311

Battery Handling Systems battery rack, 144 in. long x 40 in. wide **Rigging FEE: $75 **

1334

Colborne spiral mixer, Model 100-F, SN 108-86, SS bowl 28 in. dia x 16 in. deep **Rigging FEE: $100 **

1342

2001 Loma 6000 series high speed check weigher, SN BCW0991424528, 22 in. x 12 in. weigh conveyor **Rigging FEE: $75 **

1343

Sig transfer conveyor, Type N-0B2-SP, 64 in. long x 28 in. wide x 38 in. tall **Rigging FEE: $75 **

1344

SS wire mesh belt conveyor, 40 in. long x 28 in. wide x 70 in. tall, 2 motors and drives **Rigging FEE: $75 **

1346

Sig 6 lane timing conveyor, 84 in. long x 27 in. wide, Type N-0B2-SP **Rigging FEE: $75 **

1347

Aluminum frame conveyor with divider, 36 in. long x 12 in. wide x 34 in. tall, adjustable speed drive, motor and drive **Rigging FEE: $50
**

1349

Ramsey Icore metal detector, 14 in. wide x 3 in. tall aperture, SS frame, motor and drive **Rigging FEE: $75 **

1350

Colborne ingredient feeder, Model D1QF-40, SN 101-91, 42 in. wide **Rigging FEE: $75 **

1351

Loma checkweigher, Model AS, SN BEAL_12193-2123, 14 in. x 24 in. scale head **Rigging FEE: $75 **

1352

Ramsey Icore autocheck 4000i, 28 in. x 11 in. scale head **Rigging FEE: $75 **

1353

Sig conveyor, Type N-0B2-SP, 64 in. long x 28 in. wide x 36 in. tall **Rigging FEE: $100 **

1354

Sig conveyor, Type N-0B2-SP, 64 in. long x 28 in. wide x 36 in. tall **Rigging FEE: $100 **

1366

Keenline 6 lane dual 90 degree conveyor, 4.5 in. table top belt, overall 11 ft. long x 6 ft. long, SS frame, motors and drive **Rigging FEE:
$150 **

1370

Dual level packoff table, 298 in. long x 24 in. wide x 47 in. tall, motor and drives, missing 1 lower belt and pulley **Rigging FEE: $200 **

1375

Vilter 4 cylinder ammonia reciprocating compressor, size A12K454R, 75 hp **Rigging FEE: $75 **

1405

Belt conveyor, 190 in. long x 24 in. wide x 27 in. tall, motor and drive, carbon steel frame, on casters **Rigging FEE: $150 **

1406

Belt conveyor, 175 in. long x 12 in. wide x 34 in. tall, SS, missing motor and drive **Rigging FEE: $150 **

1407

Incline conveyor, 124 in. long x 18 in. wide x 36 in. infeed x 100 in. discharge, SS frame, mild steel legs, on casters **Rigging FEE: $150
**

1408

Keenline Y-conveyor with 90 degree belt conveyor, 22 in. wide belt, overall 104 in. long x 36 in. tall, SS frame, motor and drive **Rigging
FEE: $150 **

1409

Belt conveyor, 224 in. long x 27 in. wide x 40 in. wide, SS frame, motor and drive **Rigging FEE: $150 **

1410

BMI 180 degree 3 lane conveyor, Model 19711, SN 11932-M02, 9 in. wide belts each, overall 118 in. long, SS frame, motor and drive,
no legs **Rigging FEE: $150 **

1411

180 degree dual lane conveyor, 11.5 in. wide each, overall 192 in. long x 46 in. tall, carbon steel frame, motor and drive **Rigging FEE:
$200 **

1412

180 degree dual lane conveyor, 11.5 in. wide each, overall 192 in. long x 46 in. tall, carbon steel frame, motor and drive **Rigging FEE:
$200 **

1416

Rossi spiral freezer drive, Model RC21451U01A, 47 hp drive **Rigging FEE: $50 **

1417

Rossi spiral freezer drive, Model RC21451U01A, 47 hp drive **Rigging FEE: $50 **

1418

Rossi spiral freezer drive, Model RC21451U01A, 47 hp drive **Rigging FEE: $50 **

1419

Rossi spiral freezer drive, Model RC21451U01A, 47 hp drive **Rigging FEE: $25 **

1422

Farr dual glide pack filter, Model 074517203, SN CL0998, 36 in. long x 21 in. wide x 27 in. tall, on SS frame **Rigging FEE: $25 **

1429

Aluminum perforated sheet pan, 26 in. x 20 in., approximately 185 **Rigging FEE: $15 **

1442

SS conveyor, 3 belts, 12 in. wide each, 238 in. long, 140 in. long, 28 in. long, 68 in. tall, 3 SS motors and drives **Rigging FEE: $200 **

1443

SS incline conveyor, 176 in. long x 26 in. wide x 34 in. infeed x 47 in. discharge, missing motor and drive **Rigging FEE: $150 **

1451

Kofab SS conveyor, flighted belt, 88 in. long x 36 in. wide x 40 in. tall, 1 in. cleats, motor and drive, adjustable legs **Rigging FEE: $100
**

1458

Dual lane conveyor, 64 in. long x 6 in. wide each, SS frame, 2 motors and drives **Rigging FEE: $25 **

1466

Arrowhead dual lane belt conveyor, 21 in. wide each, 118 in. long and 92 in. long, SS frame, motor and drive **Rigging FEE: $25 **

1476

90 degree powered roller conveyor, 18 in. wide, 112 in. long overall, carbon steel frame, motor and drive **Rigging FEE: $25 **

1483

Crown 24 volt walk behind pallet jack, Model PE4000-80, SN 6A224223, 3750 lb. capacity, missing battery, condition unknown
**Rigging FEE: $50 **

1484

Crown 36 volt stand up fork lift, Model RD5225-30, SN 1A286198, 107 in. mast height, double mast, 42 in. forks, 3000 lb. capacity,
reach lift, missing battery, condition unknown **Rigging FEE: $50 **

1485

Crown 36 volt stand up fork lift, Model RD5220-30, SN 1A287137, 107 in. mast height, double mast, 42 in. forks, 3000 lb. capacity,
reach lift, missing battery, condition unknown **Rigging FEE: $50 **

1486

Barrett 36 volt stand up fork lift, Model RRT140, SN 29-76988, 4000 lb. capacity, 4203 hours, 258 in. lift height, 132 in. mast, missing
battery, condition unknown **Rigging FEE: $50 **

1488

Crown 36 volt stand up fork lift, Model 30RCTT, SN W65565, 2250 lb. capacity, 154 in. lift height, low mast, 6618 hours, missing battery,
tote spinner attachment, condition unknown **Rigging FEE: $50 **

1489

Crown 36 volt fork lift, Model SC-4040-40TT190, SN 9A136883, 3 wheel, side shift, 4th valve, missing battery, condition unknown
**Rigging FEE: $50 **

2000

2001 Great western deck sifter, Type TB, Model 611M/2, Shop number 4101, 36 in. (Located in Stanton, ND) **Rigging FEE: $25 **

2001

2002 Great western deck sifter, Type TB, Model 611M/2, Shop number 4112, 36 in. (Located in Stanton, ND) **Rigging FEE: $25 **

2002

Hobart 80 qt mixer, Model M-802, SN 11-183-405, with SS bowl, 2 bowl dollies, beater attachment (Located in Stanton, ND) **Rigging
FEE: $25 **

